Suppliers to the new Renault Clio

PARKING BRAKE SYSTEM COMPONENTS [AUTO TRANSMISSION]  GKN SINTER METALS
TANK HEAT SHIELD:  LYDALL THERMIQUE ACoustique
RIVIERA INTERIOR LEATHER:  EAGLE OTTAWA
FUEL TANK TOP LINES:  TI AUTOMOTIVE
ROOF DEADENERS:  FAIST CHEMTEC
DRAINING PIPES:  CARBODY
BRAKE HOSES:  TEKLAS
JACK:  BATZ
FASTENERS:  NEDSCHROEF
DOOR CHECKS:  EDSCHA
TOWING HOOK:  BATZ
WATER BOX SHIELDS:  AUTONEUM
WIRING PROTECTION SYSTEM:  DELFINGER
BETASEAL GLASS BONDING [GLASS]:  DOW AUTOMOTIVE

DOUBLE-CLUTCH TRANSMISSION BEARINGS [6DCT250]:  NSK
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SHIFTER:  PICOSA
CAMSHAFT PULLEY [1.5L DIESEL]:  MIBA SINTER GROUP
TURBOCHARGER [1.5L DIESEL]:  HONEYWELL
CLOSE-COUPL ED CONVERTER:  FAURECIA
CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER:  LUK
CARBON CANISTERS:  MAHLE
OIL PUMP CHAIN:  TSUBAKIMOTO
CHARGE AIR COOLER:  BEHR
MTX SHIFTER SYSTEMS:  DURA
VARIABLE CAM PHASER:  AISIN
EGR COOLER [1.6L DIESEL]:  BORGWARNER
ACCELERATOR PEDAL MODULE:  CTS AUTOMOTIVE
VALVE LASH ADJUSTMENT ELEMENTS:  INA

Suppliers wanted: If you are a supplier and have questions or want your information considered for our cutaway features, contact James Clark at automotivenews@supplierbusiness.com or visit www.supplierbusiness.com